
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Model 200 DPG
PISTON INSTRUMENTS

DIFFERENTIALPRESSUREINSTRUMENTI SWITCH

For efficient working of your instrument, please read
all instructlons carefully before attempting to instalI.
CAUTION : 00 not exceed maximum operating
pressure glven on the instrument label.
Check fluid compatibi/ity with wetted parts before
use.
For highly eo"osive media, hazardous loeation
or area please eontaet manufaeturer.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
High and Low pressures are separated by a sensor
assembly Qonsistingof a magnet, piston, Teflon seal
and a range spring. The difference in pressure
causes the sensor assembly to move in proportion to
the changQagainst a range spring.

A rotary magnet, located in aseparate body
compartment and isolated from the acting pressures,
is rotated by magnetic coupling as per the linear
movemeJ'lt of the sensor assembly. Apointer
attached to the rotary magnet indicates differential
pressure onlfieOial. . - -
SWITCH : Reed switches are located adjacent to the
pressure chamber and are activated by the magnetic
fjeld of ttle sensor assembly.

Note: The instruments are calibrated to give :I:2% full
scale aCGuracyon ascending readings.

INSTALLATION
For better performance the instrument should be
mounted horizontally by keeping the dial vertical.
Two mouflting holes of size M6 or 1/4"UNC are
provided at bottom of the instrument body for
mountinfJ. Select instrument location where it is not
subjected to heavy vibrations or shocks.

Depressyrize the system and connect the high and
low pres3ure lines of your system to the" High" (+) &
" Low "(-) ports of the instrument, respectively.
It is recgmmended to use "0" rings with male
connector~ to avoid excessive tightening and to
prevent I~akage (For parallel threads). The
instrument jl?now ready for operation.

Apply "Higl1"and "Low" pressures simultaneously, to
avoid damijQeto the internal parts.
Model 200 OPG consists of a piston type mechanism
to sense the pressure difference. It can withstand
maximum gperating pressure & temperature as
mentioned an the label for all DP ranges.
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If pressure exceeds-the-taterl m~ximum-PJ:9Ssur.e.
"0" rings used on male connectors, and the seal
inside the pressure chamber, will be damaged. If
maximum operating pressure is within the allowable
limit, but the differential pressure exceeds instrument
range, there will be no damage to the instrument.
Pointer will only go to the extreme right end of the
scale.

PRECAUTIONS

Do not connect "High" and "Low" ports to wrong pipe
ends. Do not subject the instrument to excessive
vibration.

The instrument is never to be used in an area where
a magnetic field is present. It may show wrong
readings.

As the instrument works on magnetic coupling, use
only non magnetic fittings, parts etc. in areas closer
than 50 mm on all sides, Otherwise calibration will
get effected. Panel mounted instruments should be
installed in non-ferrous panel material. However
instruments with 2 " and 2.5" dials, mounted in steel
panels, may require pointer adjustment. This is done
by the manufacturer.

Do not try to open any part of the instrument for any
reason, because if not reassembled properly
calibration will be affected.
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SWITCH SETTING (200 DPG)

Please follow these instructions when your differential pressure instruments are supplied with switch.
The switches are normally factory set to save time at customer's end. However they are fjeld adjustable.

CAUTION : Supply should not exceed switch rating.
Forhighersupply, useofrelaycircuitisrecommended. This model is C€ certified.

SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

Switchadjustment screw is locatedon plastic cover.
Rotate the screw anti-clockwise to increase the set
point and clockwise to decrease the set point.

One or two trials may be necessary to attain the
exact set point.

Above procedure to be followed by putting the
instrument on test bed or while in actual service.

NOTE: Instrument and switch has IP65 protection.
PG7 or PG 9 glands provided for cables. Use cable
sizes dia 3 to 6.5 mm and dia 4 to 8 mm respectively.

SPST SWITCH

Switches are provided as per customer requirement
Please refer gauge label for switch specification.

OneSPSTswltch I TwoSPSTswltches

Reedswftches&tennlnalstripconnectIonI Reedswftches&tennlnalstripconnectIon

Switch #1 I Switch #1 Switch #2

~
~ r'~ ~
L N L N
(+)(-) (+) (-).

L N
(+) (-)

Reellswttches&DlnplugconnectIon I Reedswttc:hes& Dlnplugconnec:tlon

v_ ofsocketforsupplyconnections I V_ ofsocketforsupplyconnections

Lor(+)~Nor(.) 023-

Load ~'Lor(+) 1 02
3

Nor(-) Loadfor
switch#2

Nor(-) Loadfor
swilch# 1

V_ ofplugafterremovingthe socket

~SPST

~~

V_ ofplugallerremovIngthe socket

R=Red, B=Black. Y=Yellow, L=Llve cr +ve supply. N=Nutral or -ve supply

* Body to be suitably earthed while using gauge + switch and only switch.
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SPDT SWITCH

Switches are provided as per customer requirement.
Please refer gauge label for switch specification.

OneSPDTswitch I TwoSPDTswltches

Reedswitches&tennfna!stripconnectJonI fWedlvri1ches&tennlnalstripconnectJon

Switch #1 I Switch#1 Switch #2
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ReedIlWitches& Dlnplugconnec:tlon

V_ ofsocket for supply connections
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V_ ofpllI!jafter removing the socket
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